Voltaire remarked that Frenchmen wrote the good plays but Italians built the good theaters. The Italian leadership in theater design was no sudden accident but was, like the Italian leadership in all the visual arts, the ripening of a millennial experience in the arts of form. Already in the first century B.C. Italy had produced the only surviving classical manual on theater design, where, mixed up with the current practice in building forts, houses, and temples, in constructing catapults and finding healthy water, in anything and everything that a Roman contractor-engineer might need, the author, Vitruvius, gives some involved instructions for planning theaters. Serlio elaborated on Vitruvius's three sets. In the comic one, for instance, "the houses must be slight for Citizens, but specially there must not want a brawthell or bawdy house, and a great Inne, and a Church; for such things are of necessity to be therein." The "houses" in Serlio's woodcut (ill. opp. page) are like those that used to be strung out along the side of a mediaeval town square to accommodate the various scenes of a miracle play. To bring these "houses" into a narrow proscenium stage, Serlio telescoped them and lined them up on either side of a perspective street. Indoor scenes were acted on balconies or porches, for Serlio's century felt that a room with no fourth wall was unnatural. Naturalness may be, like beauty, a variable of habit.
guesswork, like trying to put together a prefabricated house without diagrams.
The first modern book on theater building was also written by an Italian, Sebastiano Serlio, though he published it in Paris in 1545 as a part of the first modern treatise on architecture to be printed with illustrations. The work appeared in English in 161 1, when Shakespeare had just retired to Stratford and Ben Jonson, bitterly remarking that "painting and carpentry are the soul of masque," had realized that his poetry passed unheard by the audiences who applauded Inigo Jones's scenery and machines.
Serlio elaborated on Vitruvius's three sets. In the comic one, for instance, "the houses must be slight for Citizens, but specially there must not want a brawthell or bawdy house, and a great Inne, and a Church; for such things are of necessity to be therein." The "houses" in Serlio's woodcut (ill. opp. page) are like those that used to be strung out along the side of a mediaeval town square to accommodate the various scenes of a miracle play. To bring these "houses" into a narrow proscenium stage, Serlio telescoped them and lined them up on either side of a perspective street. Indoor scenes were acted on balconies or porches, for Serlio's century felt that a room with no fourth wall was unnatural. Naturalness may be, like beauty, a variable of habit.
Serlio's set for satyric plays is also more mediaeval than classical, having many of the features of a creche: "In our days these things were made in Winter, when there were but fewe greene Trees, Herbs and Flowers to be found; then you must make these things of Silke, and the more such things cost, the more they are esteemed. rods, all gilt; of some Countrey mayds and Nimphes carelessly apparelled without pride." Even such were the delights laid at the feet of Gloriana. The oldest modern theater still existing is the Teatro Olimpico at Vicenza, planned by Palladio in imitation of a now vanished Roman theater near by. Palladio died a year after the work was started, leaving his pupil Scamozzi to carry out the permanent set of wood and plaster. Their tragic set has five streets instead of Serlio's one, for they carried out Vitruvius's words with the greater rigor of a more archaeological generation. "In the middle are the royal doors," wrote Vitruvius, "those on the right and left are for the guests; and those at the ends are where the road turns off." Greek and Roman tragedies require the main entrance to lead indoors into a house or temple, but in the Olimpico each of the five arches leads into a perspective street like that in Serlio's woodcut. Had the builders filled in Vitruvius's gaps without looking for indications in the tragedies themselves? Or were they so enamored of perspective that they applied it even where they knew it did not fit the action? It probably mattered little anyway, for the Olimpico was used mostly for declaiming the static closet dramas of Seneca and his renaissance imitators. This attempt to reconstruct an antique theater and to revive antique tragedy in it led to two developments-the modern theater and the opera-which would have surprised the archaeological literati of the six-teenth century. An excursion into the past often opens up the future.
In 1619, just when Monteverdi was bringing opera to life, Giovanni Battista Aleotti created the oldest theater which still looks workable. This first big modern theater is the Teatro Farnese, which is built of wood in a riding school in Parma and is said to hold four thousand. The roomy stage once had huge pulleys and windlasses to shift canvas scenery, since a permanent set in sculpture, like the Olimpico's, was already a historical oddity. The proscenium arch is rich with carving and columns that project the richness of the scenery out into the house, where lights burned almost as brightly as on the stage. Baroque taste demanded unity in a room and wished the fairyland of the stage to expand right out around and above and behind the audience.
The audience sat on old Roman stadium steps like those in the semicircle at the Olimpico, but the Parma bleachers were bent into a deep U. Above the steps were two tiers of ornamental arches that look like the Colosseum turned outside in. Parma already had the essentials of the conventional opera house, which the Italians perfected about 168o when they closed in the U to form a truncated oval and developed the arcades into tiers of shallow boxes. Good for hearing and seeing, the oval of boxes seats many people cheaply and looks full and festive even if really half empty. In 1778 this plan produced its masterpiece in La Scala in Milan, which seats five hundred more than our Metropolitan Opera and is still Europe's largest opera house. Its six tiers of shallow boxes and its small foyers suit the Italians, who visit each other's boxes during intermissions instead of milling in the foyers like the French and the Americans.
The Metropolitan Opera House follows the Italian plan even to the inadequate foyers. The placing of our exits, stage entrance, box office, and so forth is in the tradition which started in 1737 with the San Carlo in Naples, the first modern theater in which function shaped the whole building inside and out. The French varied the Italian plan hardly more than by enlarging the foyers and making the auditorium more decorative. Since the French considered the house part of the spectacle, and went to the theater to be seen as well as to see, the proscenium is sometimes made of boxes for a changing decoration of ornamental ladies. A wise French architect wrote in the 88o's: "The auditorium must make a flattering background for people. Red is the safest color, since it warms the eye and glows against dresses, cheeks and jewels. Never use green or yellow, for no lady will show herself twice in a theater that makes her look sallow."
The Italian auditorium prevailed far and wide until Wagner designed the Bayreuth Opera in 1871 in the shape of a partly opened fan. The usual New York auditorium is in such a fan shape, only wider and shallower and equipped with the deep balconies that are necessary to make this plan seat enough people to pay. Such deep balconies were impossible before electric lighting, since their recesses, if lighted by candles or gas, would have been suffocating.
Lighting equipment has dominated the development of scenery. Oddly enough the classic daylit theaters-the Greek, the Chinese, and the Elizabethan-dressed their actors richly but were content with the simplest suggestions of scene. Was this because daylight cannot be tempered or colored and darkness cannot be turned on for changes? Was it because an audience does not miss scenery where the shifting and lengthening of shadows paces the action of a drama that is geared to the clockwork of the sun? Imagine Shakespeare's playhouse when Cleopatra was dallying with death as the wanness of a London winter afternoon drained away, leaving the dark for Caesar's torches to rush into and disclose her dead. Think how the ordnance must have thundered when Hamlet was borne off the stage as the first stars began to twinkle. The bareness of the Elizabethan carpentry was in exquisite taste, for it offered no distraction from the splendor of the language or the decline of the afternoon.
But in an indoor theater the paltriness of man's substitutes for sunlight cries for the distraction of scenery. The Italian renaissance theater used lights to decorate as well as to il-
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Voltaire crowned at the Theatre Franfais, 1778. Engraving after Moreau le jeune lumine the stage. Serlio outlined his "houses" with sparklers made by lighting candles behind lens-shaped bottles filled with colored waters, like those in an old-fashioned druggist's window, red wine suggesting the "rubbies," white wine the topazes, and "common water strayned" the diamonds. "The bottels," he cautioned, "must be set fast lest they fall with leaping'and dancing of the Moriscoes." Since strings of colored lights were practical for fixed sets but were too complicated to install in changing scenery, the flats and backdrops that came into use at the time of the Farnese Theater had to be lighted indirectly. Indirect lighting brought a fresh set of troubles, for it was almost impossible to keep the actors from casting shadows on the painted vistas, and the required banks of candles smoked so hotly that windows had to be opened above the stage lest the latter half of the spectacle vanish in soot.
At one time Charles I stopped holding masques in the banqueting hall at Whitehall lest "the smoke of many lights" blacken Rubens's new ceiling. Nobody seemed to fear a conflagration, for Serlio cavalierly says that if there is "something or other which should seeme to burne, you must wet it throughly with excellent good Aquavite, and setting it on fire with a candle it will burn all over."
The hardly a memory of its brilliance had it not To supplement the drama symposium held had its greatest success at the French court, in the Museum on January 25-27 the 83rd where a century of residence produced a tradi-Street basement gallery has been given over to tion that nurtured Moliere. Voltaire was per-a small exhibition illustrating the history of haps not quite right in saying that Italy had the theater from Aeschylus to modern times. produced the theaters and France the plays, The statuettes, drawings, photographs, prints, since Moliere's early comedies belong as much and the model stage set that make up the show to Italy as any of Goldoni's. This was art's re-are accompanied by explanatory labels. The venge upon the conqueror.
exhibition will remain open through March.
